Helmet Use among Two Wheeler Female Riders
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Introduction

The frequency of traffic collisions in India is among the highest in the world with more than 135,000 traffic collision-related deaths occurring every year. The “Global Status Report on Road Safety” listed by the World Health Organization identified the major causes of injury as driving over the speed limit, driving under the influence, and not using helmets and seat belts. Women face unique challenges after traumatic brain injury, due to differential laws and their enforcement.

Objectives

To assess the use of helmet among female hospital workers (nurses, hospital attendants, sanitary attendants, and security guards) and their attitude toward helmet wearing.

Methods

Purposive sampling was done among female two-wheeler-riding hospital workers. A questionnaire was developed to study the use of helmet and an attitude Likert scale for assessing attitude toward wearing helmet. Data were collected, coded, and analyzed using SPSS software version 21.

Results

Of the total 89 women enrolled, 46.4% were mostly pillion riders, and 33% were mostly drivers. Only 19% were using helmet consistently, despite 93% owning it. Eighty-eight percent of the regular users were younger than 25 years, while 80% of the non-users were above 25 years. Even among regular drivers, 40% never wore helmet. Eighty-two percent of the non-users were merely casual despite knowing about its advantages.

Conclusion

Helmet use is very poor among women (both drivers and pillion riders), despite working in hospital environment and owning helmet. Stricter enforcement of helmet law is needed, as education and knowledge per-se may not instil helmet use.
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Conclusion

Helmet use is very poor among women (both drivers and pillion riders), despite working in hospital environment and owning helmet. Stricter enforcement of helmet law is needed, as education and knowledge per-se may not instil helmet use.

Introduction and Need of the Study

Each year road traffic accidents (RTAs) claim some 600,000 lives, and 30 times this number, that is over 15 million, are injured according to the World Health Organization (WHO). This represents more than one life lost every minute and an injury every two seconds. Two third of these victims are from the third world countries.¹ The frequency of traffic collisions in India is among the highest in the world. A National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) report revealed that every year, more than 135,000 traffic collision-related deaths occur in India.² The “Global Status Report on Road Safety” published by the WHO identified the major causes of traffic collisions as driving over the speed limit, driving under the influence of alcohol, and not using helmets and seat belts.³ A study on injury pattern among RTA cases from south India shows head injuries were common among motorized two wheelers (22.6%), and none used helmet.³ A prevalence study on helmet use among motorcycle riders in Vietnam showed that the overall weighted average of helmet use for motorcyclists was 29.94%, with male drivers more likely to wear helmets than female drivers.⁴ Present study was undertaken with the objectives to assess the use of helmet among the selected female two-wheeler-riding hospital workers (nurses, hospital attendants, sanitary attendants, and security guard) and to study the attitude of selected hospital workers toward helmet wearing.
Material and Methods

Quantitative non-experimental research design was adopted to conduct a study in Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh. Using purposive sampling technique, 90 hospital female workers who ride two wheelers were enrolled. Permission was taken from the Head of Neurosurgery Department, and ethical clearance was obtained from the ethical committee, PGIMER, Chandigarh. A self-prepared questionnaire was developed to collect the data from two-wheeler female riders, where a proportion of subjects as driver and pillion riders was assessed for use of helmet, opinion on need of wearing helmet, and reason for not wearing helmet. It also included the quality of helmet, procurement of helmet, and owner of helmet. Three-point Likert scale was also used for assessing their attitude toward wearing helmet. Analysis of data was done in accordance with the objectives laid down for the study using descriptive and inferential statistics in SPSS software version 21 (SPSS Inc.).

Results

Maximum 36% participants were in the age group (in years) of 21 to 25, followed by 25% in 36 to 40, 17% in 15 to 20, 13% in 26 to 30, and least in 31 to 35, that is, 9%. Among the subjects, 71.9% were Hindu, and 25% were Sikh. A total of 20.2% were staff nurses, and the rest 25.8% were from other categories (Table 1).

- Fig. 1 shows that 33% (18.4 + 14.5%) subjects were mostly drivers, and 42% were driving sometimes.
- Fig. 2 shows that 46.4% (38.4 + 8%) subjects were pillion riders mostly, and 36% were pillion riders sometimes.
- Fig. 3 shows that 51% of female hospital staff never used helmet, and only 19% were using helmet every time. This is despite the fact that 93% of subjects owned a helmet. Eighty-eight percent of the regular users were younger than 25 years, while 80% of the non-users were above 25 years. Even among regular drivers, 40% never wore helmet.

- Fig. 4 shows that 82% subjects wore helmet as it prevents head injury and only 6% due to the fear of challan/police.
- Fig. 5 shows that out of 72 subjects who never or sometimes wear helmet, 53% gave ignorance as their reason for not using helmet, 16% found it uncomfortable, 10% were not using it because of lack of strict rule, and the rest were not using because of irritation, poor visibility, and use of spectacle. Eighty-two percent of the non-users were merely casual despite knowing about its advantages.
- Fig. 6 shows that 89% subjects agree that helmet decreases injury chance, 87% say that it is necessary to wear helmet, 86% believes that it is their responsibility to wear helmet, and 85% say helmet should be used by experienced as well as pillion drivers.

Table 1 Demographic profile of subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–20</td>
<td>15 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–25</td>
<td>32 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26–30</td>
<td>12 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–35</td>
<td>8 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36–40</td>
<td>22 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Religion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindu</td>
<td>64 (7,109)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikh</td>
<td>22 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Designation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>48 (53.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff nurse</td>
<td>18 (20.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>23 (25.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Head injury is a major cause of disability and death among the productive years of life.\textsuperscript{5-7} The WHO recognized that the major causes of traffic collisions are driving over the speed limit, driving under the influence, and not using helmets and seat belts. Helmets are known to protect from...
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traumatic brain injury (TBI) in case of roadside accidents. Because of which present study was conducted where only 19% of the subjects were using helmet while riding two-wheeler which was similar to the study of Kalantharakath and Iyer\(^8\) with 30% use and 16.2% in Fong et al\(^9\) and was contradictory to the study of Bao et al where 64% respondents were using helmet while riding.\(^10\) Overwhelming majority of the subjects were having helmet but were not using it. Although majority of the subjects knew that helmet protects from TBI and had a positive attitude toward it, the actual practice of wearing one was very low. Ignorance, irritation, discomfort, and lack of strict rules were some of the quoted reasons for not wearing helmet. Maximum 36% participants were in the age group of 21 to 25 and least in 31 to 35 years, i.e., 9%. More than half of the subjects (54%) were from nursing department. Only 18.4% subjects were driving always, and 38.4% subjects were pillion rider for most of the time. Fifty-one percent of female hospital staff never used helmet during driving, and only 19% were using helmet every time. Eighty-two percent subjects wear helmet as it prevents head injury, similar to the study results of Kalantharakath et al\(^8\) and only 6% for the fear of challan/police, which was contradictory to the study results of Bao et al (40%).\(^10\) Out of 72 subjects who never or sometimes wear helmet, only 10% were not using it because of lack of strict rule, and the rest were not using...
because of irritation, poor visibility, and use of spectacle, whereas other reasons for not using helmets were different, such as the way they look with helmet. Eighty-nine percent subjects agree that helmet decreases injury chance, 87% say that it is necessary to wear helmet, 86% believe that it is their responsibility to wear helmet, and 85% say helmet should be used by experienced as well as pillion drivers.

The importance of helmet use is not merely because of protection from primary impact injury, but also from the cascading effect of secondary micro-ischemic sequela.

**Conclusion**

Helmet use is very poor among women (both drivers and pillion riders) despite working in hospital environment and owning helmet. Stricter enforcement of helmet law is needed, as education and knowledge may not instil helmet use.
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